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ABSTRACT

The objective of this project is to perform a site integration study on the Liquefied

Natural Gas (LNG) process in the third Malaysia Liquefied Natural Gas (MLNG) plant

and therefore to propose a new initiative to enhance energy recovery in order to

maximize production of LNG as well as Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) as a byproduct in

the gas business. Site integration study would help to optimize utilization of energy for

maximum production of LNG as well as LPG. A basic heat integration study was carried

out, and it was realized that the third plant was already highly integrated in design. Since

there was not much room to improve on the refrigeration cycle, opportunities on process-

to-process heat exchange was explored. The selected initiative was based on the concepts

of cold recovery, whereby the cold stream from the scrub column bottoms in the

liquefaction process was used as a base for heat removal from the treated dry natural gas

stream. This heat exchange was to take place before the heat removal from treated dry

natural gas stream into the propane circuit at a high-pressure stage. This would require an

installation and operation of a new process-to-process heat exchanger. The expected

benefits of having these modifications were savings in compression power of the propane

and mixed refrigerant compressors, as well as in reduction of reboiler loading in the

downstream fractionation unit. The estimated potential extra production generated was

about RM 43 million or about half a "big cargo" or "big cargo equivalent" (bee) per year.

With such large revenues, the estimated payback period was calculated to be within a

week after the first year of operations with the new heat exchanger in place. The

compatibility of installing and operating the new equipment towards the downstream

units had been also checked and this project was found to be feasible for implementation.
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ABSTRAK

Tujuan projek ini adalah untuk mengkaji integrasi penggunaan tenaga dalam proses

Pencairan Gas Asli di loji ketiga yang dimiliki oleh Syarikat Malaysia Liquefied Natural

Gas (MLNG), dan seterusnya mencadangkan initiatif baru untuk menambahbaik

pemulihan tenaga untuk memaksimakan pengeluaran LNG dan LPG (produk sampingan).

Kajian sebegini akan membantu mengoptimakan penggunaan tenaga dalam proses

pengeluaran LNG dan LPG. Selepas membuat kajian awal mengenai integrasi tenaga

haba, loji tersebut didapati sudah mempunyai rekabentuk yang memiliki tahap integrasi

penggunaan tenaga yang tinggi. Oleh yang demikian, peluang untuk mengenalpasti

kawasan yang sesuai untuk diperbaiki adalah sangat tipis. Initiatif lain pula yang tidak

berkenaan dengan kemudahan penyejuk "cooling water" dan pemanas (stim) telah

dicadangkan, iaitu initiatif yang berasaskan konsep pemulihan tenaga haba sejuk ("cold

recovery"). Dalam konsep ini, aliran sejuk dari bawah alat "Scrub Column" digunakan

untuk menyejukkan lagi aliran gas asli dari unit Rawatan Gas ("Gas Treating Unit")

dalam loji tersebut. Untuk merealisasikan pemindahan haba tersebut, satu alat pemindah

haba (process-to-process heat exchanger) adalah diperlukan. Pemindahan haba dari aliran

gas asli kepada aliran sejuk ini akan merendahkan kuasa pemampatan bahan pendingin

propana pada tahap tekanan tinggi (High Pressure Stage), kuasa pemampatan dalam litar

bahan pendingin bercampur ("Mixed Refrigerant") dan juga membawa keuntungan

dengan merendahkan jumlah tenaga haba yang digunakan dalam alat-alat pemindahan

haba di unit penyulingan bertingkat yang terletak selepas unit "Scrub Column". Potensi

lebihan pengeluaran LNG yang dianggarkan adalah sebanyak separuh kargo besar LNG

dalam masa setahun. Jumlah ini dijangkakan membawa keuntungan sebanyak RM 43

juta. Tempoh bayar balik ("payback period") dianggarkan akan didapati dalam masa 7

hari selepas setahun alat pemindahan haba baru tersebut dioperasikan. Kesesuaian

pemasangan and operasi alat baru ini telah pun dikajiselidik dan telah didapati sesuai

untuk dilaksanakan.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This section covers the background of the Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) process in third

Malaysian LNG plant, in which the process flow is discussed to generally explain the

functions of each unit in the LNG plant. The problem statement is identified in

accordance to the current scenario in third Malaysian LNG plant. The objectives of this

project with regards to energy recovery initiatives are also discussed.

1.1BACKGROUND

World market for Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) has been growing drastically over the

recent years. Natural gas is treated and liquefied for the purpose of transportation from

gas-rich countries to countries that depend on natural gas as a main source for power

generation. Transportation of natural gas in a liquefied phase is much easier and

economical as it has a relatively lower volume when compared to natural gas in a gas

phase.

Malaysia LNG Sdn. Bhd (MLNG) is the company responsible for converting raw natural

gas from the Malaysian Gas Fields in the waters of Sarawak and Sabah into LNG, which

are sold to long-term customers such as Japan, Korea, Taiwan and China. There are three

LNG complexes under MLNG; the first, second and third LNG plant. The first LNG plant

is a conventional plant built in 1981. The second one was built in 1995 and the latest

addition to MLNG was the third plant built in 2003. A production module is a set of

equipment and pipe works that processes the natural gas and converts it into LNG, which

is rundown to the MLNG Terminal for export. There are eight production modules

altogether in MLNG, with first and second plants having three modules each, and the

third with two modules.



The third Malaysian LNG plant is designed with the latest technology and new

equipment. It is also highly integrated in design. Production capacity for both the modules

in this plant amounts to approximately 7.8 million tonnes per annum.

The LNG process

With reference to the LNG process description in the Basis of Design for TIGA project,

the LNG process is rather simple compared to petrochemical processes. The natural gas

from the gas fields dedicated for the third plant contains four main impurities that are not

desired for the LNG process. These impurities are toxic gases such as Hydrogen Sulphide

(H2S) and Carbon Dioxide (CO2), as well as water and traces of mercury. H2S is removed

for its toxicity, CO2 and water are removed for its tendency to form hydrates under very

cold operating conditions in the liquefaction section, and mercury is removed to prevent

damage to the aluminum tubes in the Main Cryogenic Heat Exchanger (MCHE) in the

liquefaction section.

The natural gas from offshore is first sent into a set of slugcatcher bottles to trap the

incoming solid debris from the trunk lines. It is then sent to a set of knockout vessels

before being metered at the downstream Gas Metering Station for its flow rates,

compositions and thus density and heating values. The liquid condensate that comes with

the natural gas from offshore is knocked out at these knockout vessels. The condensate is

then be stabilized according to the required specifications before being sold to

PETRONAS Carigali Sdn. Bhd., the Exploration and Production wing of PETRONAS.

The metered gas will then be sent into the production modules for processing as described

in Figure 1.1.

Gas Treating Section

The production module is divided into two main sections; the Gas Treating Section and

the Liquefaction Section. The Gas Treating Section consists of a Sulfinol Unit,

Dehydration Unit, Mercury Removal Unit and the Incineration Unit. The undesired H2S

and CO2 is removed in the Sulfinol Unit by means of counter-current absorption with a

solvent known as Sulfinol-D, a SHELL proprietary product. The solvent that has

absorbed these acid gases is known as Fat or Rich Sulfinol. The Rich Sulfinol is

regenerated in another column via a desorption or stripping process, in which the partial



pressures of the absorbed acid gases are reduced and hence stripped off from the Sulfinol

solvent. The regenerated solvent or Lean Sulfinol is then sent back into the absorber for

further absorption of acid gases from the incoming natural gas feed.

Sulfinol-D is comprised of Di-isopropanol amine (DIPA), which is a chemical absorbent,

Sulfolane, a physical absorbent and water. Over time, the solvent would be degraded

based on its reaction with the incoming C02, forming a substance known as oxazolidone.

This substance is actually the degraded portion of Sulfolane in the solvent. Therefore, the

solvent will be reclaimed whenever the oxazolidone content in the solvent has exceeded

the specifications. The reclaiming process is based on the concepts of distillation and

steam stripping under slight vacuum conditions.

The stripped off acid gases and the extracted oxazolidone will be incinerated in the

Incineration Unit. Incineration is merely a burning process, whereby fuel gas and air will

be ignited to incinerate the incoming acid gases to degrade its toxicity and to ensure that

the released gases are with accordance to the Department of Environment (DOE)'s

specifications. For instance, the H2S would be degraded to non-toxic Sulphur Dioxide

(S02).

The treated wet gas from the absorber column overhead is routed into the Dehydration

Unit. The gas is first cooled to water dew point temperatures before being sent into a

knockout vessel known as the Natural Gas Separator, where the bulk of water is removed.

The remaining traces of water are then removed in the downstream drier units. There are

three drier units, operated with the philosophy of running two driers on adsorption and the

other one on regeneration mode at any one time. The driers are filled with Molecular

Sieves, which are responsible to adsorb the water traces from the gas. Regeneration

process is performed using roughly 10 percent of the downstream dry gas flow in a

counter-current direction. This "regeneration" gas obtains its heat supply from the exhaust

of the propane gas turbine downstream, which is used to drive the propane compressor in

the refrigerant circuit in the Liquefaction Section. This is one of the heat recovery

initiatives implemented in the design of the second and third LNG plant. The extracted

water is sent to a drain vessel in which it is used to provide water make-up for the solvent



in the Sulfinol Unit. The used "regeneration" gas is then sent back into the system just

upstream of the Natural Gas Separator.

Dried treated gas is then sent into a small Mercury Guard Bed for mercury removal. The

amount of mercury in the natural gas feed from offshore is very minimal, and traces of it

are to be removed in this bed. The guard bed is filled with Sulphur-Impregnated

Activated Carbon. The traces of mercury react with the impregnated Sulphur elements to

form Mercury Sulphide, which will reside in the bed as exhausted adsorbents. The

mercury bed adsorbents are to be changed out every three years, just like the drier

molecular sieves. The gas that exits this unit is considered to be treated dry gas ready for

liquefaction. Small streams of this gas are also used as Fuel Gas for running the gas

turbines and Defrost Gas for warming up or defrosting activities during abnormal

operations or during a shutdown or a start-up.

Liquefaction Section

The purpose of the liquefaction unit is to remove heavy hydrocarbons from the treated

natural gas and to liquefy the remaining natural gas that contains light hydrocarbons

consisting mainly of methane, which is the main product from the plant. From the

Mercury Removal Unit, the gas is further cooled against high and medium pressure

propane and then fed into a Scrub Column in which the heavy hydrocarbons (heavies)

will be removed. The heavies will freeze out in the cold section of the MCHE, indicating

a strong reason for it to be removed. This heavies is routed into the Fractionation Unit, in

which it is fractionated into methane together with ethane via a Demethanizer Column,

propane via a Depropanizer Column and butane via a Debutanizer column. The heavies

from the Debutanizer Column is sold to PETRONAS Carigali Sdn. Bhd. as gasoline. The

extracted methane and ethane is sent back into the MCHE for further liquefaction of gas

into LNG. Propane and butane is rundown to the LPG plant in the MLNG Terminal to be

further refrigerated and exported as LPG to customers. Off specifications propane and

butane is re-routed into the Scrub Column overhead knockout vessel for further scrubbing

or directed into the MCHE for additional recovery of LNG. The amount of recycle of

propane and butane is limited to the maximum allowable gross heating value specified by

the customer.



In the MCHE, the natural gas is liquefied and subcooled to a temperature of -152°C. LNG

is then reduced in pressure in the LNG expander and further flashed into the Endflash

vessel, which is a knockout vessel. The flashed off LNG vapour is called Endflash gas,

and this gas is warmed up and further boosted in pressure via an Endflash Compressor to

be sent into the High Pressure Fuel Gas system. The Endflash system is configured and

controlled in such a way that the speed of the Endflash Compressor governs the pressure

of the Endflash vessel. The LNG knocked out in this vessel is rundown to MLNG

Terminal as LNG to be stored before export.

The heat removal from natural gas before the MCHE is done via propane cooling in four

stages; the High-High Pressure (HHP) stage, High Pressure (HP) stage, Medium Pressure

(MP) stage and Low Pressure (LP) stage. Liquid propane is supplied at these different

stages in the system at bubble point temperatures. Therefore liquid propane vaporizes

upon heat exchange with natural gas and the resulting vapour generated is re-routed to the

propane compressor to be further boosted in pressure before being condensed and sent

back into the system for further cooling. This completes a closed loop circuit for the

propane loop. The portion of liquid propane that is not vaporized in the HHP stage is

cascaded as liquid propane supply to the HP stage, and hence liquid propane from HP

stage to MP stage and lastly liquid propane from MP stage to LP stage. Propane from the

propane compressor is condensed through a set of air fin-fan coolers placed in the third

plant.

Natural gas is cooled against Mixed Refrigerants (MR) in the MCHE. The MR is supplied

in two different bundles into the MCHE, in the form of Heavy MR (HMR) in liquid phase

and Light MR (LMR) in vapour phase. The MR comprises of a mixture of gases, such as

nitrogen, methane, ethane and propane. The HMR provides the bulk of the cooling duty

required for the liquefaction of natural gas, and the LMR tops up on further cooling duties

required to convert the natural gas into LNG. The vaporized MR from the MCHE shell

side once the pressure has been letdown by means of Joule Thompson valves and/or a

HMR expander is further boosted in pressure via 3-stage MR compression using two

compressors. The MR is then cooled in a set of four propane kettles at HHP, HP, MP and

LP stages. The vaporized propane is routed back to the propane compressor. The cooled

MR is then knocked out in a HP MR Separator vessel in order to split the MR into HMR



and LMR before being routed into the MCHE. This also completes a closed loop system

for the MR circuit. Figurel.2 describes the heat cascade flow within the natural gas, MR,

propane and the ambient air.

The LNG and HMR circuits have an expander each installed. The expander functions like

a valve, in which it reduces the pressure of the incoming liquid. Therefore by reducing the

pressure, the inbuilt generator will be energized and the power or electricity generated

from the expander is sent to the electrical grid for power supply.

Gas turbines are used in the third plant as drivers for the propane and MR compressors.

Extra power requirement is supplied from the electrical grid to the compressor to sustain

maximum allowable productions during hot ambient conditions, whereby the efficiency

of the gas turbines will be limited. The exhaust of the gas turbines is used as heat source

for the "regeneration" gas in the Dehydration Unit, as well as for the Heat Transfer Fluid

(HTF). HTF is used as a substitute for steam for heating purposes in the third LNG plant.

Heating requirements are only within the Upstream Facilities, Fuel Gas System and the

Sulfinol Unit.

Figure 1.1 summarizes the gist of the whole LNG process flow from the supply of gas

from offshore until the rundown of the products and byproducts.
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

1.2.1 Problem Identification

Any process plant is usually designed with an approximate 10 percent extra margin for

debottle-necking opportunities (Basis of Design for TIGA Project [8]). As for an LNG

plant, which deals mainly with heat exchange as the core section of the gas liquefaction

process, the debottle-necking opportunities lie in the degree of process integration of the

LNG process itself. The study of process integration within a chemical process is known

as site integration. Debottle-necking initiatives for the third Malaysian LNG plant in

particular would be studied upon and implemented by the dedicated debottle-necking

team in the near future. Some of the listed initiatives that could be considered mainly

include hardware modifications and upgrades such as:

i. increasing motor power capacity of Endflash Compressor to enhance cold

recovery in LNG process, and

ii. cleaning of air fin-fan coolers and modifications to fan beltings and angle of fan

blades depending on motor capacity

However, over the past two years since the it was built, hardly any initiatives on further

site integration have been proposed by the Operating Team or the Technical Services

Team for the third LNG plant. This is because the third LNG plant has been designed to

be highly integrated, and most of the other new LNG sites in the world such as the latest

trains in Nigeria, Oman and Sakhalin in Russia are designed similar to that of the third

plant. In spite of being highly integrated, further studies on site integration of LNG

processes could still be performed to squeeze out every bit of opportunity available for

efficient usage of energy and production maximization.

1.2.2 Significance of the project

Site integration of LNG process in the third plant would help in optimizing usage of

energy for production of LNG as well as LPG as the byproduct. Optimization of energy,

resulting from energy recovery initiatives via site integration, will provide more



opportunities for maximization of LNG and LPG production. Such debottle-necking

initiatives are necessary, especially considering the high market demand of LNG from

new buyers from the Far East lately. This reference is made based on the comments made

by the Chief Executive Officer of MLNG.

1.3 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF STUDY

1.3.1 Objective

The objectives of this project are as follows:

i. To perform a site integration study on the LNG process in third Malaysian LNG

plant

ii. To propose a new initiative to enhance energy recovery to maximize production

of LNG as well as LPG as a byproduct.

1.3.2 Scope of Study

The scope for the site integration study is focused on the scrub column unit of the

liquefaction section in the third plant. This part of the process involves a few stages of

cooling or heat removal from natural gas, which provides the room for a site integration

study. The liquefaction process was studied in further detail to analyze for improvement

opportunities in terms of energy recovery.

The selected initiative involves modifications to be made in the Scrub Column Section

and the effects of this change in the downstream units, and the improvements or benefits

of this modification in terms of potential extra productions of LNG and LPG will be

observed.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW OF PREVIOUS REFERENCES

10

In this section, further theory behind the rationalization and implementation of the

proposed project is discussed. The concepts explained below include previous energy

recovery initiatives, as well as the main concepts that govern the methodology and the

obtained results in this project.

2.1 CONCEPTS OF HEAT EXCHANGE

Heat exchange or energy in the form of heat can only be transferred from a hot medium to

a colder medium. Energy is thus transferred from a heat source to a heat sink. The hotter

flow is known as the hot stream and the colder flow that receives the heat energy is called

the cold stream. Heat transfer occurs in two modes; sensible heat transfer and the latent

heat transfer. Sensible heat transfer uses temperature differentials as the driving force for

the heat exchange. The transferred heat duty is typically denoted as follows:

Q = mCpAT (2.1)

where AT is the temperature differential, Q is the heat transfer duty, m is the mass flow

rate and Cp is the heat capacity of the flow.

Sensible heat transfer is valid for most compounds. In the case of LNG process, with

reference to the Basis of Design for TIGA Project [8], sensible heat transfer takes place in

the NG and MR systems. Latent heat transfer usually involves heat transfer within single

components. Hence, the propane system (C3) in the LNG process utilizes this mode of

heat transfer. For the latent heat transfer, temperature differentials are not considered to

be the driving force for heat transfer. The heat transfer equation is denoted as equation

2.2:



1

Q = mX (2.2)

where "k is the latent heat of vaporization/condensation.

In the propane system, propane is fed to the various propane kettles at different pressure

stages at its respective bubble points. Using its latent heat of vaporization, the propane

dissipates its heat content to atmosphere via fin-fan coolers or receives the heat content

from MR and NG at the same temperature and this result in phase change of the propane.

At bubble point and upon heat transfer, a portion of liquid propane in the propane kettles

will vaporize into gas phase, which will be routed into the suction of the propane

compressor.

2.2 CONCEPTS OF SITE INTEGRATION AND ENERGY RECOVERY

Chemical Process Design and Integration by Smith [9] states that site integration involves

site study of the heat exchanger networks along with its utility system in a plant, and how

energy utilization can be minimized via integration. Typically, an analysis would be done

on the minimum heating and cooling requirements in the process. In the case of

Liquefaction Section in the LNG process, there are no requirements for heating.

Minimum cooling requirements were analyzed based on cascade diagrams and Grand

Composite Curves and a basic heat exchanger network can be derived to spot the

opportunities for integration. However, in the LNG process involving single component

refrigerants such as propane, a heat exchanger network analysis is too difficult to be

established and studied upon since this cooling system is already highly integrated during

the design stage. According to the Basis of Design for TIGA Project [8], the amount of

propane required for cooling purposes has been estimated in accordance to the amount of

heat removal from the NG and MR systems. The heat duty of the propane kettles is hence

determined by the amount and rate of heat removal from the hot streams, which are NG

and MR streams.

Energy recovery via sensible heat transfer is possible. In the case of this project, cold

recovery options were explored. Cold recovery is a concept in which opportunities to
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utilize the very cold streams for further heat removal from the hot streams are explored.

This involves integration of hot and cold process streams without the usage of external

utility systems such as steam, hot oil or cooling water. On the contrary, heat or hot

recovery is rather common within processes above 0°C, whereby the heat recovered is

used to generate saturated steam from boiler feed waters, as a heat source for regeneration

gas and hot oil circuit, and other such purposes.

Utilization of Turbo Expanders

Previously, studies have been carried out to recovery energy in terms of cold recovery.

Usage of liquid expanders in the LNG and HMR circuit was studied, implemented in the

second and third plant and have proved to contribute to a significant amount in production

for optimization of the process. According to the Basis of Design for TIGA Project [8]

and Design Book of Unit 91400 Liquefaction Unit (MLNG TIGA) [4], the expanders

function as a pressure reduction device, similar to the function of a valve. However, the

expanders convert the mechanical energy generated via the pressure drop into electrical

energy by means of spinning its in-built generators.

The power produced from the generators will be supplied to the grid for consumption by

the main compressors in the refrigeration circuit. The Joule-Thompson Valves used for

large pressure drops i.e. from 46 barg to 4 barg in the LNG circuit and 33 barg to 8 barg

in the HMR circuit, would only reduce the pressures as required, leaving the energy

produced from the pressure drop wasted. The expanders recover this energy, as

mentioned above.

According to Cryostar.com, the principle of energy recovery is turning mechanical energy

into electricity. The expansion of a working fluid (liquid in this case) transfers kinetic

energy into mechanical energy. This mechanical energy is then used to rotate a wheel

(generator turbine) to generate electricity. Hence, cold recovery in terms of harvesting

wasted mechanical energy from large pressure drops can be done via utilization of turbo

expanders.
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for the designing of future production modules (if any), but not feasible for the current

process line-up already employed in the Malaysian LNG plant. A total redesign would not

be economically feasible in this case. However, new ideas from other designs can be used

for retrofitting purposes in the future if planned.

According to LNGPlants.com, MR cycles are designed in order to try to closely approach

the cooling curve of the gas being liquefied. They use special mixes of multi-component

refrigerants in the attempt to match the cooling curves at different stages of the

liquefaction process to achieve high refrigeration efficiency and reduce energy

consumption. However, when gas composition deviates from the design gas case, the

enthalpy/temperature curve shifts, but the refrigeration does not because it is fixed by

premixed refrigerants with a set composition. Temperature approaches are not achieved

as designed and therefore the refrigeration efficiency deviates.

An alternative technology by Kryopak's EXP®, employs refrigeration generated by a

single semi-closed isentropic expansion of gases instead. Composition of the refrigeration

gas used is the same as the LNG vapour produced from flashing. By recycling this gas,

the slope of the enthalpy/temperature curves is changed accordingly as per cooling input

at the different stages by the recycling refrigerant gas. The liquefaction process via this

method obtains profiles close to the gas refrigerant used, and hence minimizing

deviations due to gas composition fluctuations. In this process, work and refrigeration are

extracted from the expansion process. The refrigeration is used to assist the liquefaction

process and the work extracted is used to partially recompress the refrigerant gas. Figure

2.1 illustrates the process flow using this technology.
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Figure 2.1: LNGprocess line-upofKryopak EXP®

Some of the advantages of using this process are as follows:

i. Extremely simple compared with the MR processes

ii. The refrigerant is always in gas phase, therefore no requirement for refrigerant

inventory and separators for their handling

iii. No requirement to premix refrigerant

iv. Adaptable to various feed gas qualities without altering plant efficiency

Although simple in design, this process has proved to be as efficient as MRcycle designs,

for a medium sized production rate, consuming lower energy for liquefaction. Figures 2.2

to 2.6 in Appendix 3 illustrate the some of the other liquefaction processes designed with

minimized energy consumption initiatives incorporated within the original design.

2.3 ENERGY IN TERMS OF COMPRESSION POWER

Energy recovery, via reduced required cooling duty will indirectly reduce the loading or

the amount of shaft power or compression power required by the compressors to

compress the propane and gaseous MR refrigerants in the cooling circuit of the

liquefaction process. According to the Basis of Design for TIGA Project [8], this is

because when the cooling duty is reduced on the propane cycle, the amount of propane

vaporized in terms of mass flow would be less, and thus the compression power required

to compress the lesser gas load of propane will be lowered. The same principle applies for
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the MR compressor since the cooling duty has been reduced on propane-natural gas

kettle. Therefore, lower amount of MR would be required to convert the NG into LNG in

the MCHE, and hence, a lower compression power will be required. The compression

power data is obtained from simulations using PROII.

2.4 CONCEPTS OF REBOILING IN DISTILLATION SYSTEMS

Perry's Chemical Engineer's Handbook by Perry and Green [2] also states that a reboiler

for any type of distillation column functions as the heat source for vapour generation to

provide vapour flow for vapour-liquid traffic required for separation of mixtures with

different boiling points. In the case of the Demethanizer, this column is a reboiled column

with no reflux flow. The overhead gas flow is maintained in the gas phase to be reinjected

into the MCHE. The subsequent columns i.e. Depropanizer and Debutanizer columns are

typical binary distillation columns in which there is a pair of reboiler and an overhead

condenser to provide adequate reflux flow for separation.

Chemical Process Design and Integration by Smith [9] states that the amount of reboiling

required in a column is based on the feed temperature, feed quality for a fixed number of

trays, tray spacing and column diameter, and the boiling points of the key components for

the binary separation. In theory, the reboiler duty will be reduced if the feed temperature

of the flow entering the column were higher, as long as the temperature has not reached

the boiling point of the component itself before entering the column. This means that

lower heat load is required for the separation in the column, and hence this will reduce the

loading on the reboiler of the column. Concurrently, if the feed temperature were lower,

more heat load will be required to comply with the requirements for the degree of

separation required. This means that the load or the reboiler duty will be increased in

order to compensate for the lower feed temperatures.
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METHODOLOGY/PROJECT WORK
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The following section of this dissertation explains the steps and approaches taken to

analyze the raw data and obtain the expected results. The minimum cooling requirements

for the liquefaction process from heat integration analysis and the study on the proposed

cold recovery initiative is also discussed. The expected results from the study and the

various methods used for economic evaluations of this project are also explained in this

section. The tools required to simulate operating data, analyze current energy

requirements and to obtain results from modification initiative in terms of compression

power savings and monetary values are also mentioned.

3.1 PROCEDURE IDENTD7ICATION

3.1.1 General Procedures

The completion of this project is based on a procedure whereby the progress began with

the preliminary research and literature review of the title subject. In this case, research

and analysis were done on the Liquefaction Unit in specific to evaluate opportunities for

further site integration in terms of cold recovery from the LNG process in the third LNG

plant. Basic heat integration analysis and process simulation works were the main

approaches used to execute this project. Further research was carried out throughout the

timeline of the project to assist in the study and development of the project.

Information was gathered and obtained from design books and operating manuals, as well

as technical discussions with relevant personnel such as process technologists and

engineers involved in the design and commissioning of the third plant.
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3.1.2 Analysis of Raw Data

Data on operating parameters around the Scrub Column, the MR compression circuit,

propane compression circuit, natural gas circuit and the Fractionation Unit were obtained

to be analyzed and be used as inputs for modeling of process simulation on the

Liquefaction Section. Design values of the operating parameters were also compared with

the current conditions and compared for the differences. There were some significant

differences in the current operating parameters, which were changed on the purpose for

process and operational improvement within the design envelope. Therefore, the current

operating parameters were used for development of the process simulation models for the

Liquefaction Section. These current values for operating parameters were obtained from

the Plant Information (PI) System in MLNG, which was extracted in Excel format.

The operating parameters above include basic parameters such as flow, pressure,

temperature and composition. The other calculated parameters will be obtained from the

process simulation model developed based on current operating data. The simulations

developed and completed were based on a SHELL proprietary thermal property package

known as SMIRK. This is the package used to design the third LNG plant.

3.1.3 Approach to Problem

Initially, whole process area was studied for identification of possible opportunities for

improvement, in terms of hot or cold recovery. Most of the possible initiatives have

already been implemented in the design of the third plant. Some of them include:

a. Hot recovery whereby the heat from the exhaust of the MR and

propane gas turbines is used to heat up the HTF (hot oil) and

Regeneration Gas coils. Hence, this is a free source of energy for the

HTF and Regeneration Gas.

b. Cold recovery from Endflash System, as mentioned in Chapter 2

section 2.2.

c. Cold recovery from pre-cooling of Natural Gas (NG) with propane at

4 stages prior to the MCHE. MLNG TIGA was designed to supply

propane at bubble point temperatures at 4 different stages of

pressures, which is an initiative to narrow the gap of the cooling
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curve of NG. The first and second plants have only 3 stages each; the

HP, MP and LP stage,

d. Utilization of Liquid Expanders in the LNG and HMR circuit for

large pressure reduction purposes. The benefits of using liquid or

turbo expanders have been explained in Chapter 2 section 2.2 for

reference. According to the Basis of Design for TIGA Project [8].

The LNG expander contributes to 1.5 percent of LNG production,

where else the HMR expander contributes about 2.2 percent.

Some of the new initiatives that were listed included optimization of the refrigerant

circuit which is the MR system, and cold recovery from site integration of the LNG

process. Due to the complexity of an exergy analysis and the practicality of the cold

recovery initiative, the latter was opted to be studied for this project.

Basic Heat Integration Analysis (Pinch Analysis)

A basic heat integration analysis was carried out to study the heat/cold requirements for

cooling of NG in the LNG process. Table 3.1 shows the set of hot and cold streams

involved in the Propane-to-Natural Gas (C3-NG) circuit and Propane-to-Mixed

Refrigerant (C3-MR) circuit in the LNG cooling process.

Table 3.1: Hot and ColdStreams in the LNG cooling Circuit

Supply Temperature Target Temperature

degC deqC

Hot Stream

NG 1 45 21

NG2 20.4 -0.56

NG3 -0.56 -16.9

NG4 -15.8 -34.1

MR 1 45 16

MR 2 16 -0.56

MR 3 -0.56 -16.9

MR 4 -16.9 -34.1

Cold Stream

C3 1 18 18

C3 2 -3.52 -3.52

C3 3 -19.9 -19.9

C3 4 -37.1 -37.1

C3 5 13.1 13.1

C3 6 -3.52 -3.52

C3 7 -19.9 -19.9

C3 8 -36.9 -36.9
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The supply and target temperatures are also shown in the Table 3.1. The current matching

of heat exchangers are streams NG 1 matched up with stream C3 1, NG 2 with C3 2 and

so forth until the pair between MR 4 with C3 8. A total of 8 heat exchangers are involved

in this set of matches.

In order to determine the minimum cooling requirements for the C3-NG and C3-MR

circuits, the steam data was extracted as shown in Table 3.1. Based on Chemical Process

Design and Integration by Smith [9], the shifted interval temperatures were calculated and

the hot stream temperatures were shifted down by 2°C where else the cold stream

temperatures were shift up by 2°C. Heat balance using equation 2.1 within each shifted

temperature interval was carried out and a heat cascade was obtained, as shown in Table

3.2. These computations were performed using the SPRINT software for heat integration

and pinch analysis. The respective grand composite curves as shown in Figure 3.1 and

Figure 3.2 were plotted to identify the minimum cooling requirements for both C3-NG

and C3-MR circuits.

Table 3.2: Problem Tablefor both C3-NG and C3-MR cooling circuits

Problem Table Algorithm

C3-NGCoolinq . C3 - MR Cooling

Temperature Duty Temperature Duty

degC kW degC kW

43.00 0.00 43.00 0.00

20.10 9634.03 15.20 17887.60

20.00 9634.86 15.10 17839.90

19.00 10055.60 14.00 18547.70

18.40 10055.60 -1.42 29768.80

-1.42 16665.50 -1.52 29772.70

-1.52 16675.90 -2.56 30529.50

-2.56 17022.70 -17.80 42797.70

-17.80 22396.30 -17.90 42841.00

-17.90 22455.60 -18.90 43646.00

-18.90 23185.10 -34.80 56922.50

-35.00 29253.20 -34.90 56990.80

-35.10 29284.30 -36.10 57992.80

-36.10 29661.20
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GCC for C3-NG cooling

30000- 35000

duty (kW)

•GCC for C3-NG cooling

Figure 3.1: Grand CompositeCurvefor Propane-NG cooling

From Figure 3.1, the pinch point is located at 43°C adjusted temperature. Approach

temperature (ATmin) is taken to be 4°C, which is a typical approach temperature for NG

cooling according to the Heat and Material Balance for Design of MLNG TIGA [5].

Since the NG loop in the LNG process requires only cooling and no heating, the pinch is

located at the warmest temperature of NG. The cooling requirement for this Propane-NG

loop is approximately 29661.2 kW or 29.7 MW.

GCC for C3-MR cooling

60000- -70000

duty (kW)

•GCC for C3-MR cooling

Figure 3.2: Grand CompositeCurvefor Propane-MRcooling

From figure 3.2, the pinch point is also located at 43°C adjusted temperature. The cooling

requirement for the Propane-MR loop is approximately 57992.8 kW or 58.0 MW. This
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minimum cooling requirement for cooling of MR is almost twice the requirement to cool

the NG side.

Another cooling loop is the MR-NG cooling circuit, which takes place completely in the

MCHE. Rooms for improvement of MR-NG cooling in order to reduce the compression

power and hence the loadingof the MR and propane machines can be identified by means

of MR composition optimization that would include an extensive study of exergy

analysis. Exergy analysis is a study of enthalpy and entropy and their interactions.

Due to the complications and constraints of carrying out an exergy analysis, the main

focus for cold recovery initiatives were shifted to the C3-NG and C3-MR cooling circuits.

The MR/NG flows and temperatures determine propane vaporization rate solely. The

supply temperature of propane is already at its bubble point at all 4 different stages; HHP,

HP, MP and LP. Therefore, it was found that there were no opportunities for

improvement exploration via means of heat exchanger network optimization.

Therefore, it was decided that studies to be performed on cold recovery initiatives via

process-to-process heat exchange, without involving any utility systems. The liquefaction

section was studied upon in further detail and the only possible recovery opportunity is to

recover the cold Scrub Column bottoms product to cool down the incoming Natural Gas.

The Scrub Column bottoms contain the heavies, which are removed from the NG before

it is routed into the MCHE. This heavies are sent into the Demethanizer Column in the

Fractionation Unit.

Cold Recovery from Scrub Column Bottoms

Rationale and idea behind the cold recovery option

Cold recovery in this case involves a new process-to-process heat exchanger. There were

a few options on placing of this heat exchanger. The exchanger could either be placed

upstream of the HHP propane kettle, HP propane kettle or even the MP propane kettle.

Theoretically, according to Heat and Material Balance for Design of MLNG TIGA [5],

extra heat removal from NG circuit would contribute in reducing compression power on
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the C3 compressor, as well as the MR compressor. In other words, reduction in loading of

the C3 and MR machines would provide more opportunities to process and produce more

LNG with the extra available compression power savings.

Placement of Process-to-process Heat Exchanger (El)

Energy recovery at a higher stage is always favourable because of the returns that are

obtained after the integration activity. Therefore, the initial option was to place the heat

exchanger upstream of the HHP stage propane kettle. The basic physical properties of the

scrub column bottoms are as follows:

Temperature: -12.62°C

Pressure : 54.58 barg

Enthalpy : -2264 kW

Molecular Weight: 41.33 kg/kgmole

(The process conditions were obtainedfrom PRO II simulations using currentplant data)

This process-to-process heat exchanger is labeled as exchanger El throughout this report.

The process conditions for the NG stream located upstream of the HHP stage propane

kettle are as follows:

Temperature: 41.5°C

Pressure : 56.87 barg

Enthalpy : 62800 kW

Molecular Weight: 18.67 kg/kgmole

(The process conditions were obtained from PRO II simulations using current plant data)

The stream located upstream of the HHP stage propane kettle is actually treated wet gas,

whereby the water in the NG has not been removed yet since this exchanger is located

upstream of the dehydration unit. Unfortunately, exposure of the NG tubes to negative

temperatures from the scrub column bottoms is not favourable. This is because negative

temperatures will encourage formation of hydrates due to presence of water in the NG

stream. This is not favourable since hydrates formation will block the tubes in the HHP
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stage propane kettle. Hence, the El exchanger shall not be located at this proposed

location.

The next best option is to place the El exchanger upstream of the HP stage propane

kettle. The NG stream located upstream of the HP stage propane kettle (E2) contains only

treated dry NG, without any of the unwanted impurities. Therefore there will be no issues

on hydrate formations in the heat exchanger tube that will lead to blockages and hence

affecting productions. The physical properties of the stream before the HP stage propane

kettle are as follows:

Temperature: 21.29°C

Pressure : 55.59 barg

Enthalpy : 35300 kW

Molecular Weight: 18.67 kg/kgmole

(The process conditions were obtainedfrom PRO II simulations using current plant data)

The location of the heat exchanger indicating both original and new line-up is illustrated

in figures 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. Further details of the location and the heat exchanger

process design will be discussed in Chapter 4. Process Flow Diagrams (PFD) from

simulation software PRO II has been attached in Appendix 4 for further references.
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Expected Results and Benefits from Cold Recovery from Scrub Column Bottoms

By implementing this initiative, or in other words modifications, the expected results will

be reflected on:

i. Compression power savings on HP stage, as well as on other stages (if any) on the

propane compressor

ii. Compression power savings on MR compressor

iii. Items i and ii will contribute in lower loading of the C3 and MR machines, which

will be convenient during hot ambient temperatures when the productions need
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not have to be reduced significantly. Lower loading of these machines will also

provide more room for throughput, and hence an increase in productions ofboth

LNG and LPG. This is because the machines are used to compress cooling media

for production of both LNG and LPG. Predictions were based on reference from

the Heat and Material Balance for Design of MLNG TIGA [5].

The cooling duty or the duty transferred within the El exchanger will be accounted for

using equation 2.1.

In this case, the NG stream is the hot stream and the scrub column bottoms flow is the

cold stream. The heat transfer taking place in El is in the form of sensible heat transfer,

whereby the temperature difference within each stream is the driving force for the heat

transfer. The El sizing in terms of overall heat transfer coefficient and heat transfer area

would be computed from the simulation. The NG flow exits the El exchanger at a lower

temperature as compared to the inlet flow temperature, where else the scrub column

bottoms flow gains heat and its' exit flow temperature from the El exchanger would be

higher. Hence, the temperature of the flow routed into the Demethanizer column would

be warmer. Therefore, further checks were performed to study the effects of sending a

warmer feed flow into the Fractionation Unit. The feasibility of having these changes on

the current reinjection compressor K51, which is located on the overhead of the

Demethanizer column, as well as the changes in reboiler loads of the downstream

fractionation columns were also studied. The scope of feasibility checks however was

only limited to the downstream Fractionation Unit since the side effects from the

modifications would not be cascaded to any other sections in the LNG process.

Economic evaluations

The economic feasibility of this modification project was evaluated via the payback

period method. According to Plant Design and Economics for Chemical Engineers by

Peters, Timmerhaus and West [1], payback calculations would require the amount of

investment and revenue gained in monetary terms.

Payback (years) = Investment/Annual Revenue (3.1)
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The calculations were inclusive of net present value and depreciation of monetary value

over a number of years.

The investment required for this modification mainly includes the capital cost of the new

heat exchanger El, and cost of pipe-work re-routing. There would be no operating cost

incurred since there is no utility supply such as steam, cooling water or electricity

required to run the El heat exchanger.

The revenue obtained as a result of this modification project was estimated using two

methods:

i. Simulations

Simulations on the modification project using PRO II resulted in usage of less

compression power on the HP stage of the propane compressor in particular. The
simulation was re-iterated numerously by increasing the NGfeed flowrate into the

LNG module in order to achieve the original compression power of the HP stage

of propane compressor before the modifications. Iterations were performed until
the closest figures of original HP stage compression power were obtained for
comparison. The values of the original HP stage compression power can be
referred to inTable 4.1 in Chapter 4. The resultant NG feed flowrate required was

taken as the extra potential production opportunity made available by this
modification project. This extra production opportunity included additional

revenues in LNG and LPG productions.

ii. Graphs ofmodifiedcompressor curves

Modified compressor curves were produced to display the relationships between
the compression power of the different stages in the compressor suction and the
total LNG and LPG productions in terms of mass flow. The corresponding

additional production opportunity was estimated from the amount of compression
power saved after the modifications. Additional productions estimated were also
in terms of LNG and LPG productions.
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3.2 TOOLS REQUIRED

Software Tools that were used for the completion of this project include:

i. SPRINT - Process Integration Software from UMIST

ii. PRO II - Process Simulation Software

iii. Microsoft Excel - Plots and graphs generation, calculations software
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This chapter covers the results obtained through simulations of the newly proposed

modification project, which involves the installation, and operation of the El process-to-

process exchanger in achieving the objectives of energy recovery in an LNG process.

Relevant graphs and figures are included to prove the assumptions andjustifications made

throughout the methodology process in obtaining the results. The end results are also

discussed in this chapter.

4.1 SIMULATION RESULTS AFTER MODIFICATIONS IN TERMS OF

COMPRESSION POWER SAVINGS

Simulation was done on the LNG process in the third LNG plant, based on the current

existing line-up and also on the new line-up including the proposed modifications in the

scrub column unit. The resulting changes in compression power for the C3 and MR

compressors were compared to evaluate the total savings in power. Power savings on

each stage of both the machines have been computed first and then totalized in order to

obtain the total compression power saved as a whole. Tables 4.1 to 4.6 show the

simulation results and power savings from the modification project.

4.1.1 Compression power savings on C3 compressor

The primary focus for compression power savings was at the HP stage since the El

exchanger was placed right before the HP stage propane kettle as shown in Figure 3.4 in

Chapter 3. Direct impact from the modifications will be noticed first on the propane

cycle.



Table 4.1: Compression Power Savings on HP stage ofC3 Compressor

After modifications

WORK (POWER in kW)

Theoretical 9432.31

Polytropic 9545.04

Actual 12877.47

Before modifications

WORK ("POWER in kW)

Theoretical 9508.29

Polytropic 9622.04

Actual 12981.36

Savings inkW
Theoretical 75.98

Polytropic 77.00

Actual 103.89
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From Table 4.1, all three types of compression power i.e. theoretical, polytropic and

actual work were compared. The data used for simulations were based on current

operating parameters in the plant. Therefore, the actual compression power data were

compared.

About 0.104 MW of power was saved from the HP stage as a result of having the El

exchanger in place. The compression poweron the other stages upstream and downstream

of the HP stage propane kettle is expected to experience changes. The HHP stage instead

showed a saving of 3.5 times higher in terms of compression power compared to that of

the HP stage, as shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Compression PowerSavingson HHP stageofC3 Compressor

After modifications

WORK (POWER in kW)

Theoretical 33503.71

Polytropic 34399.17

Actual 44603.58

Before modifications

WORK (POWER in kW)

Theoretical 33228.54

Polytropic 34114.77

Actual 44234.81

Savings inkW
Theoretical 275.17

Polytropic 284.4

Actual 368.77
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The compression power on the HHP stage was reduced by approximately 0.369 MW,

which is about 3.7 times the amount of power saved on the HP stage. Significant savings

were observed for these two stages, which is as expected. However, the opposite was

noticed on the lower MP and LP stages as shown in Table 4.3 (a) and (b)

Table 4.3 (a) and (b): Compression Power Savings on MP (a) and LP (b) stage ofthe C3 compressor

After modifications

WORK (POWER in kW)

Theoretical 6238.59

Polytropic 6320.77

Actual 8303.47

Before modifications

WORK (POWER in kW)

Theoretical 6249.44

Polytropic 6331.7

Actual 8317.84

Savings in kW
Theoretical -10.85

Polytropic -10.93

Actual -14.37

(a)

After modifications

WORK (POWER in kW)

Theoretical 2922.82

Polytropic 2965.07

Actual 3947.01

Before modifications

WORK (POWER in kW)

Theoretical 2956.26

Polytropic 2998.98

Actual 3992.15

Savings in kW
Theoretical -33.44

Polytropic -33.91

Actual -45.14

(b)

However, both MP and LP stage showed an increase in compression power demand.
Total amount of increase in compression power demand is approximately 0.06MW.

Increase of compression power or load on the lower pressure stages is undesirable in
terms of cooling efficiency and economics. However, this amount is considered to be
very minor, which is only 12.6 percent of the total power saved from the first two stages.
Apossible reason for the slight increase in MP stage loading is that there is a need to
balance the total cooling load on both the HP and MP as a whole in order to maintain the
inlet temperature of the scrub column. The inlet temperature is critical for separation of
the heavies from the bulk of treated dry NG feed into the scrub column. The LP stage

kettle also has experienced a slight increase of 45.14 kW in loading, which is also due to
the fact that the temperature of the reflux flow into the scrub column and the NG flow

into the MCHE has to be maintained within the region of -36°C to -39°C. The increase in

the LP stage is also be explained with the increase in cooling duty demand in the
Reinjection LP Propane Chiller located downstream of the Demethanizer overhead
compressor. This is further explained in detail in section 4.3.4.
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Total compression power reduction on the C3 compressor:

= Compression power savings from all 4 stages of HHP, HP, MP and LP

= (0.104+ 0.369-0.06) MW

= 0.413 MW

In terms of specific power reductions, a short analysis was carried out on both the HP and

HHP stages of the propane machine. The specific power is the ratio between the

compression power required by the compressor over the LNG and LPG productions in

terms of mass flow rate.

HP stage specific powers:

Before modifications = 89.936 kJ/kg

After modifications = 89.908 kJ/kg

Reduction in specific power or improvement in power utilization = 0.028 kJ/kg or 0.03

percent improvement

HHP stage specific powers:

Before modifications = 308.920 kJ/kg

After modifications = 308.093 kJ/kg

Reduction in specific power or improvement in power utilization = 0.828 kJ/kg or 0.27

percent improvement

4.1.2 Compression power savings on MR compressor

Reduction of compression power in the propane cycle would also affect the compression

power demand for the MR compressors. The MR machine loading on all LP stage and the

two HP stages are expected to reduce as a result of this modification project because

some of the cooling duty has already been covered upstream with the extra heat

exchanger in El.



Table 4.4: Compression Power Savings on LP stage ofMR Compressor

After modifications

WORK (POWER in kW)

Theoretical 41714.72

Polytropic 42705.71

Actual 48945.43

Before modifications

WORK (POWER in kW)

Theoretical 42048.55

Polytropic 43047.47

Actual 49337.12

Savings in kW

Theoretical 333.83

Polytropic 341.76

Actual 391.69
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The amount of actual compression power that was saved on the LP stage of the MR axial

compressor is about 0.392 MW as shown in Table 4.4. Lower reductions in loading

would be expected on the two HP stages of the MR centrifugal compressor. This is due to

the fact that the range of compression power demand for the later 2 stages are far less i.e.

34 percent less compared to that of the upstream axial compressor. The axial compressor

demands more power for compression since it accommodates for a larger volumetric

flows, compared to the downstream centrifugal compressors. Therefore the changes

expected on these 2 later stages would be less significant.

Table 4.5: Compression Power Savings onHP l" stage of MR Compressor

After modifications

WORK (POWER in kW)

Theoretical 13569.38

Polytropic 13776.85

Actual 18352.61

Before modifications

WORK (POWER in kW)

Theoretical 13686.23

Polytropic 13895.4

Actual 18510.54

Savings in kW

Theoretical 116.85

Polytropic 118.55

Actual 157.93
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The load reductions in the downstream HP stages are approximately 0.158 MW and 0.136

MW as shown in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Compression Power Savings onHP2nd stage ofMR Compressor

After modifications

WORK (POWER in kW)

Theoretical 11698.59

Polytropic 11830.91

Actual 14867.08

Before modifications

WORK (POWER in kW)

Theoretical 11805.88

Polytropic 11939.33

Actual 15003.32

Savings in kW

Theoretical 107.29

Polytropic 108.42

Actual 136.24

Therefore, the total compression power reduction in the MR compressors after the

modifications has been computed as follows:

Total compression power reduction on the MR compressors:

= Compression power savings from all 3 stages of LP, HP 1st Stage and HP 2nd

Stage

= (0.392 + 0.158 + 0.136) MW

= 0.686 MW

From computations, the compression power savings in the MR compressors is higher than

that of the C3 compressor by at least a factor of 1.66.
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4.2 SIMULATION RESULTS UPON INSTALLATION OF El EXCHANGER IN

TERMS OF HEAT DUTY TRANSFER

The results from the simulation of the scrub column unit with the El exchanger in place

(Figure 3.4) show the amount of heat duty transferred within the exchanger from the hot

stream to the cold stream. Details of the obtained results are given below:

Duty: 1246 kW or 1.246 MW

Overall Heat transfer coefficient, UA: 115.78 kW/K

Log Mean Temperature Difference, LMTD: 12.92°C

Process data for the inlet and outlet of both hot and cold streams can be referred to in

Table 3.1 in Chapter 3.

This is the amount of heat removed from the NG stream into the scrub column bottoms

stream, which is only 10.7 percent of the NG stream in terms of mass flow. NG enters and

exits the El exchanger in vapour phase. The scrub column bottoms stream however enters

the exchanger in the liquid phase, and with the amount heat received from the hot stream,

a small portion of this flow is expected to vaporize. From simulations, the outlet of the

scrub column bottoms stream from the El exchanger is two-phased with a small portion

of vapour in the liquid phase. Nevertheless, vapour generation in the outlet is only
calculated to be about 7.86wt% of the total outlet flow.

Based on Figure 3.4 and the given process data, the inlet temperature of the cold stream is

approximately -12.6°C. The line from the bottom of the scrub column is pulled off from

the original line-up, which is directed into a control valve and then into the Demethanizer

Column and routed into the new El exchanger. The outlet ofthe cold stream exiting from
this exchanger is then routed back into the control valve and into the Demethanizer

Column. The minimal vapour generation on the cold stream from the new line-up is not
expected to cause hunting effects or chattering of the existing control valve due to two-

phase flow passing through it.
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The pressure downstream of this control valve is approximated to be about 24.0 barg.

This large pressure drop implies a significant drop in temperature of the scrub column

bottoms stream, whereby the resultant temperature downstream of this valve is about

-24.5°C. Therefore, since this temperature is colder than the temperature before the

control valve, this stream would have been a better choice for providing a heat sink for

the heat removal from the NG stream upstream of the HP stage propane kettle. However,

the stream located downstream of the control valve would be expected to be in two

phases as a result from the large pressure reduction, and hence expansion, from the

control valve. If this alternative was chosen, there would have been much difficulty in

selecting the type of heat exchanger that is practical for heat transfer involving two-phase

flows. Such heat exchangers would be complex in design, and thus very expensive in

capital and maintenance costs.

Therefore, in order to transfer 1.246 MW of heat in a more practical and simple manner,

the location of the El exchanger was chosen to be before the control valve, as shown in

Figure 3.4 in Chapter 3. Heat transfer involving inlets in a single phase is far less

complicated to design. Thus, a much simpler heat exchanger was required for this

purpose. There were many options on the type of heat exchangers that would be suitable

for this case, such as shell and tube heat exchanger, spiral wound, printed circuit heat

exchangers and plate and frame heat exchangers. From these options, it was decided that

the best option would be the shell and tube type since it involved large mass flows and

relatively less complicated in design compared to the other options.

Type of heat exchanger

The shell and tube heat exchanger that was chosen is of the kettle type. This is similar to

the other propane coolers for HHP, HP, MP and LP stages. This exchanger is designed to

have the tubes submerged in the liquid of the shell side for efficient heat transfer. The

exchanger details are explained below:

Type: Kettle type Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger

Tube passes: One pass fixed tube

Tube side: NG stream
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Shell side: Scrub Column Bottoms stream

Outlets from shell side: 2; one liquid phase and one vapour phase

Service: Cold service

Material of fabrication: Stainless Steel 316

Since the mass flow of the cold stream is only about 10 percent of the hot stream flow,

the shell is to be designed to be tight around the NG tubes, so that these tubes will still be

submerged throughout the duration in service. The top portion of the shell is designed to

be slightly spacious to allow the minimal vaporization to take place during the heat

transfer. The vapour and the liquid outlet will be mixed together before passing through

the downstream control valve, as shown in Figure 4.1.

There are advantages and disadvantages in using the conventional kettle type heat

exchanger (Plant Design and Economics for Chemical Engineers by Peters, Timmerhaus

and West [1]). Some of the key advantages over the other type of exchangers considered

are as follows:

i. Easier maintenance, especially for cleaning during shutdowns

ii. Allows two phase generation on the shell side

iii. Sufficiently high heat transfer area for heat exchange

iv. Lower tendency in fouling

v. Cheaper in cost

Apart from these advantages, the disadvantages of using this type of exchanger are rather

minimal. As compared to the other choices, the shell and tube type provides slightly less

efficient heat transfer, as cited in Plant Design and Economics for Chemical Engineers by

Peters, Timmerhaus and West [1]. However, this disadvantage has been countered by the

practicality of choosing this exchanger based on the advantages mentioned above.
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4.3 COMPATIBILITY OF DOWNSTREAM UNITS TO MODD7ICATIONS
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The modifications performed in the scrub column unit will have effects on the

downstream Fractionation Unit, in which the heavies is fractionated to separate gases

lighter than butane (C4) from the bulk of the heavies in the natural gas. After the

modifications, the heavies is fed into the Demethanizer Column at a higher temperature.

The effect from the higher feed temperature will be observed mainly on the Demethanizer

Column (C51) temperature profile, the overhead compressor (K51) capability to cope

with the changes as well as the loading on the C51 reboiler. Minor effects will also be

noticed in the downstream Depropanizer (C53) and Debutanizer (C54) Columns.
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4.3.1 Compatibility of C51 with modifications in place

Since the feed temperature into the column is higher, the heat or energy required for

separation of methane and ethane would be lesser. Hence, the reboiler loading for this

column is expected to decrease, contributing to savings in terms of heating requirements.

Tables 4.7 and 4.8 show the differences between the temperature profiles in the column

before and after the modifications.

Table 4.7: C51 temperature profile before modifications

C91S01 Summary (before modifications) Net flowrates Heater

Tray Temperature Pressure Liquid Vapour Feed Product Duties

(DeqC) (Barg) (Kgmol/s) (M*kW)

1 -4.5 24.02 0.3 0.1 V 0.2 V

0.2 L 0.0 W

2 26.1 24.02 0.3 0.1

3 42.6 24.02 0.4 0.2

4 53.4 24.02 0.4 0.2

5 62.4 24.02 0.4 0.2

6 70.4 24.02 0.4 0.3

7 77.6 24.02 0.4 0.3

8 83.9 24.02 0.4 0.3

9 90 24.02 0.4 0.3

10 99.8 24.02 0.4 0.3

11 R 119.1 24.02 0.3 0.2 L 0.0045

As of current operating conditions, the overhead of the column sees a temperature of

- 4.5°C, and the bottom temperature is approximately 119°C at a constant pressure of

24.02 barg. The pressure is controlled by the operation of the overhead compressor

K91501. Heating requirement for the separation in this column is 4.5 MW.
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Table4.8: C51 temperatureprofile after modifications

C91501 Summary (after modifications) Net flowrates Heater

Tray Temperature Pressure Liquid Vapour Feed Product Duties

(DegC) (Barg) (Kgmol/s) (M*kW)

1 15.5 24.02 0.2 0.1 V 0.2 V

0.2 L 0.0 W

2 39.8 24.02 0.3 0.1

3 56.3 24.02 0.3 0.1

4 66.1 24.02 0.3 0.2

5 73.3 24.02 0.3 0.2

6 79.5 24.02 0.3 0.2

7 84.5 24.02 0.4 0.2

8 89 24.02 0.4 0.2

9 94.7 24.02 0.4 0.2

10 104.7 24.02 0.4 0.2

11 R 122.4 24.02 0.2 0.2 L 0.0035

Once the modifications are in place, the simulated overhead temperature of the column

has been increased to 15.5°C. This is acceptable, as long as the K51 is capable of

handling these kinds of temperatures. The bottom temperature has not changed much,

although the new temperature is just about 3°C higher. The new heating requirement

however has been decreased to 3.5 MW, which spells 1 MW in savings. This savings

would be beneficial if these modifications were implemented in the first plant instead.

This is because in the first plant, steam is used as the heating medium and 1 MW savings

in steam usage can contribute significantly in utility cost savings. The third plant, as

mentioned before, uses HTF as the heating medium, which receives heat source from the

gas turbine exhaust.

4.3.2 Compatibility of C53 and C54 with modifications in place

There were minimal changes in the feed temperatures of the C53 and C54 columns with

these modifications. The new feed temperature into C53 is simulated to be around 102°C,

which is about 3.6°C higher than the current feed temperature. This slight increase in

temperature has resulted in an improvement of 0.1 MW in the loading of its reboiler. The

C54 on the other hand has been simulated to receive a feed temperature of 76.97°C, when

the current operating temperature is 75.92°C. In this case, the temperature difference is
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only about 1°C. This however has not resulted in much improvement on its reboiler

loading.

4.3.3 Compatibility of K51 with modifications in place

With this change in feed temperature into the C51, the compatibility of its overhead

compressor K51 would have to be checked first in terms of changes in critical parameters

such as densities, compressibility factors and molecular weights of the gas flow through

the compressor. Tables 4.9 and 4.10 below show the operating summary of the K51

before and after the modifications were performed respectively.

Table4.9: K51operatingsummary beforethe modifications

Operatinq Conditions Inlet Isentropic Outlet

Temperature, C -4.47 49.23 80.06

PRESSURE, BAR(GA) 24.02 54.97 54.97

ENTHALPY, M*KW 0.00 0.00 0.00

ENTROPY, KJ/KG-MOL-C 10.37 10.37 15.26

CP, KJ/KG-MOL-C 46.68 52.61

CV, KJ/KG-MOL-C 32.56 38.37

CP/(CP-R) 1.22 1.19

CP/CV 1.43 1.37

MOLE PERCENT VAPOR 100.00 100.00 100.00

MOLE PERCENT LIQUID 0.00 0.00 0.00

MOLE PERCENT H/C LIQUID 0.00 0.00 0.00

MOLE PERCENT WATER 0.00 0.00 0.00

ACT VAP RATE, M3/SEC 0.13

ADIABATIC EFF, PERCENT 50.93

POLYTROPIC EFF, PERCENT 54.75

ISENTROPIC COEFFICIENT, K 1.25

POLYTROPIC COEFFICIENT, N 1.60

ASME "F" FACTOR 1.00

HEAD, M

ADIABATIC 8271.86

POLYTROPIC 8891.88

ACTUAL 16240.28

WORK, KW

THEORETICAL 277.03

POLYTROPIC 297.80

ACTUAL 543.90



Table 4.10: K51 operating summary after the modifications

Operating Conditions inlet Isentropic Outlet

Temperature, C 15.45 67.75 80.06

PRESSURE, BAR(GA) 24.02 54.97 54.97

ENTHALPY, M'KW 0.00 0.00 0.00

ENTROPY, KJ/KG-MOL-C 16.32 16.32 18.36

CP, KJ/KG-MOL-C 50.34 57.54

CV, KJ/KG-MOL-C 36.48 41.80

CP/(CP-R) 1.20 1.17

CP/CV 1.38 1.38

MOLE PERCENT VAPOR 100.00 100.00 100.00

MOLE PERCENT LIQUID 0.00 0.00 0.00

MOLE PERCENT H/C LIQUID 0.00 0.00 0.00

MOLE PERCENT WATER 0.00 0.00 0.00

ACT VAP RATE, M3/SEC 0.15

ADIABATIC EFF, PERCENT 72.04

POLYTROPIC EFF, PERCENT 74.18

ISENTROPIC COEFFICIENT, K 1.21

POLYTROPIC COEFFICIENT, N 1.32

ASME "F" FACTOR 1.00

HEAD, M

ADIABATIC 8100.04

POLYTROPIC 8340.25

ACTUAL 11243.21

WORK, KW

THEORETICAL 317.88

POLYTROPIC 327.31

ACTUAL 441.23
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Comparing Table 4.9 and Table 4.10, the main differences that were observed upon

implementation of these modifications would be as follows:

in.

Efficiency increase

a. Both adiabatic and polytropic efficiency of the compressor had increased

by 19 to 21 percent.

Inlet temperature increase due to modifications

a. Inlet temperature is still acceptable for operation of K51 since the current

temperature set point for this temperature is around 10°C. Conditions

would be allowable as long as molecular weight of the gas flow through

the compressor has not exceeded its maximum limit.

K51 compression power reduction

a. About 104.12 kW of actual compression power was reduced upon these

modifications, which means that there would be extra room for more gas

flow through the compressor. Design maximum shaft power is 689.0 kW.
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iv. Increase in molecular weight and flow rate

a. Molecular weight of the gas flow into the K51 had increased from 21.1 to

23.0 kg/kgmole. This is still within the maximum allowable molecular

weight through the compressor, which is about 23 kg/kgmole as well.

b. Flow rate increased by 0.573 kg/s. Design flow is about 7.41 kg/s and the

low limit flow is around 0.91 kg/s. Actual flow rate after modifications

sums up to approximately 3.987 kg/s in gas flow.

v. Increase in density

a. The density of the gas flow through the compressor had increased slightly,

by about 0.23 kg/m3. This means that a slightly heavier flow of gas will be

sent through the compressor. This can also be observed with the increase

in feed temperature and hence the increase in molecular weights.

b. The main composition of the gas flow through K51 before the

modifications were 73.76mol% methane, 18.92mol% ethane and

5.13mol% propane. After the modifications, the composition had changed

slightly to the heavier side with 68.90mol% methane, 17.87mol% ethane

and 8.66mol% propane.

vi. Increase in gas compressibility factor

a. Compressibility factor had increased from 0.8777 to 0.8849 upon these

modifications. However, it was still within design limits of the K51, which

is to have minimum compressibility factor of 0.8932.

Changes in other parameters such as heat capacity ratios, enthalpies and pressure were

observed to be very minimal. Upon comparison, it was found that the K51 was indeed

compatible to the changes incurred due to the modifications, and hence no hardware

upgrades such as increase motor power capacity for K51 driver was required.
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4.3.4 Compatibility of downstream after-cooler (E51) and Reinjection Propane

Cooler (E52) with modifications in place

There is an after-cooler E51 located downstream of the K51 which runs on 314.7 kW of

duty. Upon modifications, the duty required for cooling of the discharge flow of K51 had

increased by 55.3 kW, which is about 17.6 percent more than the original cooling duty

required. The angle of the fin-fan blades could be altered in order to maximize airflow

intake, provided the motor capacity for the fin-fan permits such changes. If necessary, the

motor capacity for the fin-fan could be upgraded to a slightly bigger one. When checked

with the design data sheet for the E51, it is stated that the design duty that can be handled

by the after-cooler is approximately 663 kW. The total new cooling duty requirement

after the modifications is about 555.3 kW, which is still way below the design figure.

Based on this finding, no upgrades are necessary.

The reinjection propane cooler uses propane at LP stage to cool down the discharge flow

of the K51 further before it is routed back into the MCHE. Upon the modifications, it was

observed that the there has been an increase in cooling duty requirement by 237 kW. This

is approximately 22.7 percent more duty requirement than the original cooling duty

required. The maximum design duty that can be handled by this exchanger is 2570 kW.

The new requirement for cooling is 2566 kW maximum based on rich gas feed case.

Currently, the gas feed from offshore to the third LNG plant has always been between

lean and average gas feed cases. Based on lean and average gas feed cases, the maximum

new requirement for cooling on this LP stage kettle is about 703 kW and 1296 kW

respectively. Since these values are well below the design duty, the E52 exchanger can be

considered to be compatible. The extra cooling duty requirement for this cooler has

already been accounted for in the increase in compression power demand for the LP stage

of the propane compressor, as mentioned in section 4.1.1.

There has been an increase in duty requirements for both these coolers. The increase in

LP stage propane kettle in particular is not very favourable, since it is at its lowest

efficiency stage. The total amount of duty reduced or saved from these modifications in

the Fractionation Unit as a whole can be approximated to 1.045 MW. This amount is

inclusive of the extra duty incurred from E51 only and not from E52.
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With regards to E52 in particular, the outlet temperature from this exchanger has been

observed to be about 3°C warmer than the temperature prior to these modifications. This

however is not much of a concern, since the blended temperature inlet into the MCHE

downstream of this exchanger is still about the same as before the modifications. The

reinjection flow from the E52 into the MCHE only constitutes 3.3% of the total flow into

the MCHE, and an extra 3°C in temperature of this flow will not alter the overall mixed

temperature into the MCHE drastically, as observed. The process block diagram for this

line-up can be referred to in the Appendix 2.

4.4 ECONOMIC EVALUATIONS WITH MODIFICATIONS IN PLACE

The economic feasibility of this modification project is based on the simple payback

method, as mentioned in Chapter 3 equation 3.1. Detailed calculations and assumptions

have been attached in Appendix 1 for further references.

Revenue obtained via simulations = RM 42.98 million/year

Revenue obtained via graphs of modified compressor curves = RM 38.2 million/year

These revenues were calculated using basic mathematical equation for both the methods

used. Annual price obtained is calculated by multiplying the price of 1 big cargo

equivalent of product by the volumetric flow rate per annum of product generated.

Appendix 1 describes the details of the economic calculations used to arrive at these

values for revenues obtained via both methods.

From the two methods used to estimate the potential revenue per year from this

modification project, the simulation method has yielded a more accurate approximation of

the revenue generated since this method had also accounted for the individual costing of

the extra gas produced as LPG. Since the price of LPG is higher than that of LNG by a

factor of 2, the revenue value estimated from the simulations method is higher. The

difference between the two estimates is about RM 4.8 million per year. The range of

revenue generated from this project is between RM 38 to 43 million per year. However,

for payback computation purposes, the revenue generated would be assumed to be the
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estimate from the simulations method, which is RM 42.98 million per year. This

revenue generated is estimated for one production module of the third plant. Since this

plant has two production modules, the total revenue generated is RM 86 million per

year.

Current revenue generated annually amounts to RM 4.64 billion, which is the contribution

of one production module from the third LNG plant. With the proposed project, the extra

potential revenue generated per production module constitutes to about 0.93 percent of

the current revenue obtained.

Cost calculations showed that an estimated investment of RM 723874.80 is required per

El exchanger per production module. A total investment of RM 1.45 million is then

required for the third plant. Appendix 1 shows the equation model used for heat transfer

area calculations and the relevant methods to obtain the capital cost of the selected heat

exchanger. The estimated investment includes capital costs as well as miscellaneous costs

for installation, as shown in Appendix 1 Table 4.14.

Simple Payback Analysis

For this analysis, the investment is assumed to be made within one year, which is the first

year of the project and the annual revenue generated in terms of extra LNG and LPG

produced would be considered.

Annual Revenue = RM 42.98 million (per production module)

Investment = RM 723874.80 (per production module)

Payback = (723874.80*2)/(42975375.53*2)

= 0.0168 years or 6.06 days

= equivalent to approximately 7 days

This means that the investment capital can be recovered within 7 days after the first year

of operation with the modifications in place. The first year is assumed to be used for

installation of theEl exchanger before the cash flow turns positive during the first year of

revenue generation.
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If the graphical method were used as the basis for revenue generated estimations, the

payback period would be similar to that of the first method.

Annual Revenue (graphical method) = RM 38.2 million (per production module)

Investment = RM 723874.80 (per production module)

Payback = (723874.80*2)/(38187513.65*2)

= 0.010 years or 6.82 days

= equivalent to approximately 7 days

The payback period from both the revenue estimation methods used have been concluded

to be within 7 days after the first year of operations.
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Conclusion

The site integration study on the LNG process was performed to analyze the current

utilization of energy in terms of refrigerants used. Since not much room for improvement

was noted, further initiatives to enhance energy recovery from the LNG process had been

explored and the proposed modification project on installing the El process-to-process

heat exchanger upstream of the HP stage propane kettle had proven to be beneficial. The

total amount of energy saved or reduced with the implementation of this project is

projected as follows:

Energy savings in terms of reduction in compression power on C3 machine: 0.413 MW

Energy savings in terms of reduction in compression power on MR machine: 0.686 MW

Total energy savings in terms of compression power reduction: 1.099 MW

Extra energy required in terms of extra cooling duty in the Fractionation Unit: 0.055 MW

Therefore,

Total energy savings in the third plant: 1.045 MW

Note that only the heating duty is free in the third plant, and not the cooling duty, which is

required.

From the two methods used for revenue estimations, as stated in Appendix 1, this amount

of 1.045 MW of energy recovered had resulted in potential extra LNG and LPG

production opportunities. An estimated amount of 96 tonnes per day in LNG and LPG

productions was expected to be generated with the implementation of this project. The

projected amount of 96 tonnes per day in production equates to approximately 1.1 kg/s in

mass flow rate, which contributes to 0.82 percent increase in total productions per day per

production module.
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From the cost analysis, 0.82 percent LNG and LPG productions equates to almost 0.5 to

0.65 bee, which is approximately half of a big cargo equivalent's worth of annual

production, theoretically. In total, about an extra 1.64 percent of productions were

generated i.e.1.3 bee when both the production modules in the third plant are summed up.

The estimated capital cost inclusive of installation costs is slightly more than RM 0.7

million per production module or RM 1.45 million in total. There would be no operating

cost incurred since no external utility system would be tied in with the new El exchanger

considering it is a process-to-process heat exchanger that only involves indirect heat

transfer between the process streams.

The simple payback analysis, accounting for both the revenue estimation methods used

showed that the investment could be recovered within 7 days of operations with the new

El exchanger in place. This indicates that with a payback of just 7 days after first year of

operations, the project to have cold recovery from Scrub Column bottoms in an LNG

process is economically feasible. Other physical feasibility checks were carried out as

well and it was found that the downstream units were compatible to the resulting changes

from the implementation of this project.

Recommendations

There are a number of recommendations to improve this project. Firstly, the outcome

from this cold recovery from Scrub Column bottoms project would have been more

significant if it was implemented in the first plant. Steam savings and optimization are

very much a necessity nowadays when it comes to improvement of energy efficiencies

and sustainable development, as cited in Chemical Process Design and Integration by

Smith [9]. This project was not simulated on the first plant due to lack of data available

for the study. This was the reason the third plant was chosen as the subject of study.

If the project had been implemented in the first plant, the total energy savings would have

been as follows:

Total energy savings in terms of compression power reduction: 1.099 MW

Overall energy savings in the Fractionation Unit: 0.808 MW
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Therefore, total energy savings would have been approximately: 1.907 MW

Therefore, it is recommended for the first plant to be approached with this project

proposal. A re-analysis of the compatibility of the equipments in the first plant would

have to be studied in detail first before the project is proposed. Also, more time would

have to be spent on data gathering in the first plant since it has not been updated till date.

Implementation of this project in the third plant however did trigger another idea of

simplifying the fractionation process in the downstream Demethanizer Column. Since the

feed stream into the column will be warmer with the installation and operation of the El

exchanger, less heating duty would be required to split methane and ethane from the bulk

of the heavies as mentioned in Chapter 3. However, even with this lower heating

requirement, the overhead gas flow exiting the column still contains a higher amount of

propane. This is indicated by the slight increase in molecular weight of the overhead flow.

It can be proposed that the Demethanizer Column to be revamped in terms of reducing

the number of trays to prevent too sharp separation efficiencies. Relative volatilities of the

key components however, i.e. between ethane and propane is not an issue since the

column pressure remains constant. As stated in Chemical Process Design and Integration

by Smith [9], lower number of trays as long as gas-liquid traffic is not significantly

altered, will only help reduce the amount of propane being distilled in this reboiled

column and hence allowing it to be produced as propane for LPG sales that brings in

higher revenue. Besides, this will also help in reducing the cooling requirements in the

downstream E51 fin-fan cooler and LP stage propane kettle, E52.

Another recommendation is to look into increasing the capacity of the E52 if this project

was to be implemented. Even if it has been proven to be compatible with the current gas

feed, it was observed from calculations that the maximum amount of cooling duty

required in the case of rich gas feed is very close to the design duty of this heat exchanger

itself, as stated in the Propane Kettles and Reinjection Compressor Equipment Data Book

(EDB) and Equipment Data Requisition Sheets (EDRS) of MLNG TIGA [7]. The third

plant has never run on pure rich gas feed since its start-up in 2003, and is not expected to

receive such gas feeds for the next few years unless there is an unexpected change in plan
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from offshore PETRONAS Carigali and SHELL to commission the rich gas fields solely

without blending of gases from other neighbouring fields.

The next study that will be required to materialize the implementation of this project is

the detailed design of the proposed El process-to-process exchanger itself. A more

complex design might be required since it will involve minimal phase change on the shell

side of the exchanger. Apart from that, the large differences in flow rates of the hot and

cold streams can be a difficult factor in the design of this exchanger.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1 : ECONOMIC CALCULATIONS (chapter 4)

Revenue Calculations

Computations were done based on two different methods that had yielded almost similar

results.

i. Calculations via simulation

a. From multiple iterations of the process simulations, the extra amount of

natural feed gas that can be processed is about 1.10kg/s.

b. From this potential amount of 1.10 kg/s feed gas, about 0.90 kg/s can be

converted into LNG products and the remaining 0.20kg/s can be produced

as LPG.

c. LNG is priced at USD 18,000,000.00 per one big cargo (bee), which is

130,000 m3 in volume. LPG is priced at USD 525.00 per tonne on average

annual sales of LPG (mixture of propane and butane).

d. Revenue from LNG productions:

Table 4.11: Revenue computationsfor extra potential LNG produced after modifications

Amount of LNG produced
0.90 Ws
78.01 tpd

LNG density 465.00 kq/m3

LNG volumetric flow

0.0019 m3/s

167.76 m3/day

61233.41 m3/year

Volume of 1 bee 130000.00 m3

LNG amount produced as a fraction of 1 bee 0.47 of a Bee

Price of 1 bee 18000000.00 USD

Price of extra LNG produced

8478472.22 USD

31031208.34 RM

31.03 million RM

From excel computations; an estimated amount of USD 8.48 million can

be generated from the extra potential LNG productions. Assuming a

conversion rate of 3.66 for Malaysian Ringgit (RM) to the US Dollar

(USD), a total amount of about RM 31 million can be generated per year.
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e. Revenue from LPG productions:

Table 4.12: Revenue computations for extra potential LPG produced after
modifications

Amount of LPG produced

0.2O kg/s

17.03 tpd

6216.06 t/year

Price of LPG 525 USD/tonne

Price of extra LPG produced

3263433.66 USD/year

11944167.19 RM/year

11.94 million RM

The amount of LPG produced is about RM 11.94 million per year in

revenue. The total amount of revenue generated from both these products

sums up to approximately RM 42.98 million per year.

Computations via graphs of modified compressor curves

a. Modified compressor curves have been plotted to show the relationship

between the compression power at each stage of the propane machine

corresponding to the total productions of LNG and LPG as a whole in

terms of mass flow. The graphs below show the relationships between

these two parameters as observed.

C3 HHPstage compression power vs total LNG and LPG productions

12200.00 12250.00 2300.00 I23SO.O0

productions (tpd)

P K40acMlworii

Figure 4.2: Modified compressor curvefor HHP stageofpropane machine
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C3 MP stage compression power vs total LNGand LPG productions

12300.00 12350.00 12400.00 12450.00 12500.00

productions (tpd)
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Figure 4.3: Modified compressor curveforMP stage ofpropane machine
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C3 LPstage compression powervs total LNG and LPG productions

12300.00 12350.00

productions (tpd)
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Figure 4.4: Modified compressor curvefor LP stage ofpropane machine

b. The compression power on the HP stage sees the direct impact of the
modification project. Hence, the extra production opportunity was

estimated graphically based on the plot of the modified compressor curve

for the HP stage of the propane machine.
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Figure 4.5: Modified compressor curvefor HPstage ofpropane machine

C. From the curve in part (b), two points were drawn off from the y-axis to show

the corresponding total productions on the x-axis. These two points on the y-

axis is the compression power on the HP stage before and after the

modifications. The difference in the total productions of LNG and LPG is the

estimated amount of potential extra LNG and LPG produced (combined) with

the implementation of the modification project. An amount of 96 tpd was

estimated from the graph, which is almost similar to that estimated from the

simulations method in part (i).

d. LPG would be assumed as part of LNG production in this case since only

traces of LPG was estimated to be generated. Hence, the total revenue via this

method has been calculated as follows:

Table 4.13: Revenue computations for extra potential LNG (including LPG) produced after

modifications viagraphical method

Amount of LNG produced
96 tpd

0.82 % of production

LNG density 465.00 kq/m3

LNG volumetric flow

0.00 m3/s

206.45 m3/day

75354.84 m3/year

Volume of 1 bee 130000.00 m3

LNG amount produced as a fraction of 1 bee 0.58 of a Bee

Price of 1 bee 18000000.00 USD

Price of extra LNG produced

10433746.90 USD

38187513.65 RM

38.19 million RM
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From Table 4.13, the estimated amount of revenue of LNG via the graphical

method is approximately RM 38.2 million per year. Since this estimate is

inclusive of the traces of LPG potentially generated, the revenue calculated is

lower than the revenue estimated from the simulations method.

Cost calculations

The total cost of this project includes thecapital costof the heatexchanger, as well as the

cost of some piping re-routing and installation of the exchangerEl.

i. Capital cost estimation for EI exchanger

From simulations, the overall heat transfer coefficient, UA was obtained. From

literature [1], the typical overall heat transfer coefficient, U, value for lights (hot

stream) and heavies (cold stream) system is between 50 to 200 W/m K. This is

applicable to exchangers that involve no phase change. The phase change that

occurs in the shell side of the El exchanger can be neglected in this case due to its

minimal fraction of vapour generation during heat transfer.

UA= 115.779 kW/K

U = 200 W/m2K; the highest value chosen to give the smallest heat transfer area

required since the El exchanger has to be small in terms of its shell side area

Hence, heat transfer area required, A = (115.779 x 1000)/(200)

= 578.895 m2

= approximately 580 m

For a fixed tube sheet exchanger with one pass, the estimated cost of the

exchanger from the "Purchased Cost versus Surface Area" plots in literature [1] is

about USD 100,000.00. This is the raw cost of the exchanger fabricated from 316

Stainless Steel materials for cold service.

For high-pressure service (more than 50 bar), the capital cost would have to

account for a factor of 1.16.
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Hence, new capital cost of El exchanger would be:

= USD 100,000 x 1.16

= USD 116,000

= RM 424,560.00

ii. Miscellaneous Costs and Total Cost

Some of the miscellaneous costs that were accounted for the piping work and

installation of the El exchanger (Hex) has been summarized in the table below.

These costs have been assigned with cost factors of the capital exchanger cost,

based on literature [1].

Table 4.14: Miscellaneous and Total Cost (inclusive of Fixed Costs and Installation Costs)for
El exchanger

Item Factor Cost (RM)

Pipinq (fluid) 30.0 percent of fixed capital of Hex 127368.00

Contractor's Fee 1.5 percent of fixed capital of Hex 6368.40

Enqineerinq and Supervision 3.0 percent of fixed capital of Hex 33964.80

Leqal Expenditures 1.0 percent of fixed capital of Hex 4245.60

Installation Cost 30.0 percent of fixed capital of Hex 127368.00

TOTAL Miscellaneous Cost 299314.80

TOTAL COST (FIXED + Installation) 723874.80

From Table 4.14, the miscellaneous costs amounted to RM 299, 314.80 and the cost

inclusive of capital cost has been estimated to be approximately RM 723874.80 in total.
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APPENDTX 2: PROCESS BLOCK DIAGRAM (UNITS DOWNSTREAM OF K51)

Process Block Diagram of the units downstream of Reiniection
Compressor K51

Methane/Ethane

Bjf^to E51
^K|?I^^H

Reinjection

Compressor ^^m a^.

MHP
C3 LP Kettle

•

Into MCHE
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APPENDTX 3: PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAMS OF OTHER LNG PROCESSES

Optimized Cascade Phillips LNG process
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Figure 2.2: Optimized Cascade PhilipsLNGprocess
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Dual MR process

Figure 2.4: Dual MR process

\The Liquefin Axens process :
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Figure 2.5: The Liquefin Axens process
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Single flow mixed refrigerant cycle
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